
 

 

By Adam – Year 6 

Albert was afraid. Albert was afraid of the darkness, not any darkness but the 

pitch black darkness in the corner of the basement. There was only small 

streaks of light in the eerie basement, the light came through the murky 

vintage window.  

The window was green. If you looked through the window it would be a 

challenge to spot anything outside. The mould on the window was like toxic 

waste ready for Albert to open the window so it can slide off the window and 

burn through his soul. 

On the occasion that Albert had to go to the gnarly basement he would stay 

clear of the dark corner. In this ominous corner yellow slime leaks and spreads 

out of the corner consuming the floor as it spreads. Strange squelching noises 

come out of the corner like someone walking through wet mud. The yellow 

slime that leaks out of this corner belongs to the Gurgler, Albert was sure. 

One dark and gloomy night when the storm outside was wailing, Albert’s dad 

asked him to take the washing down to the mysterious basement. Albert was 

petrified. Taking the washing down would mean more than 15 minutes in the 

petrifying, ominous and gnarly basement. As Albert crept quietly to the 

forbidding washing machine, he heard terrifying squelching noises coming 

from the demonic corner. These strange noises intrigued Albert to the corner. 

As he moved towards the corner he saw it oozing yellow slime was leaking out 

of it, the eyes that were as red as Satan himself, there it was staring at him the 

Gurgler! 

Through the murky window lightning crackled, rain scraped the glass like a 

tiger pouncing on its prey, so it can tear it in half and the thunder boomed like 

it was trying to explode someone’s eardrums. As the lightning illuminated the 

corner Albert was faced with the truth. Before him as still as a scarecrow was 

an old washing machine, the old one that Albert had spilt washing liquid down. 

Suddenly, a light came on illuminating the basement as if it was a sun lighting 

up the basement as if the basement was a galaxy. ‘Hey Albert what’s taking 

you so long?’ asked Albert’s Dad. ‘Err… nothing, when was the light fitted?’ 

The Gurgler 
 



responded Albert. ‘‘It’s been here longer than we’ve been in this beautiful 

house, come on let’s get the washing done,’ remarked Albert’s kind dad.  

From then on Albert knew where the light switch was and the basement was 

like a friend to him. Albert would always marvel on how he was scared of an 

old washing machine and a small scratched up robot with a remote control 

squelching through slime like washing liquid spreading across the room. Albert 

explained to his parents about the GURGLER and how it was just an old 

washing machine and how the squelching noises were created by a remote 

control robot. Now Albert was not afraid. He would volunteer to take the 

washing down, do the washing, collect milk from the fridge and take the milk 

down to put it in the fridge. The basement and Albert were like best friends.  


